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Town of Middlebury 
Energy Committee Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, October 18, 2017 
 

Present: Ross Conrad, Chris Robbins, Howard Widelitz, Hannah Hurlburt. Absent: Steve Maier, Heather 
Seeley. Guest: Van Bart, a student at Middlebury College. 
 
Ross convened the meeting at 8:45 am.  
(Note: all votes are unanimous unless otherwise indicated.) 
 
Minutes: Minutes for September were approved with several spelling corrections and the removal of the 
parenthetical sentence on P. 2 (it was not a motion). Motion by Howard, seconded by Hannah.  
 
Town Energy Efficiency Projects:  Chris received copies of the bids from Peck Electric for replacing the 
lights at the wastewater treatment plant with LEDs, and for replacing the current ballasts. Bob Wells had 
told her that in light of the study that is now being undertaken to upgrade the entire plant, it would 
probably be better to just replace the ballasts as they go bad. We don’t know the configuration of 
buildings and lighting in the future. Ross suggested using the funding for energy audits. Howard had 
been assigned to connect with Building Energy to ask them what their audit includes, and he said it was 
substantially the same as the one by Zero by Design. He has not received a written quote yet, however. 
Chris moved that we contract for energy audits for the Police Dept., Teen Center (formerly warming hut) 
and Public Works building, in that order, whatever we can afford up to the $10,000. Seconded by 
Howard. Motion approved. Ross said we will probably need to request bids for the audits. He will check 
with Kathleen to see what we have to do to request the $10,000 for next year. With an audit done, we 
should be in a position to carry out the recommendations next year. 
 
Button Up Day: Hannah submitted an application to Efficiency Vermont for 50 LEDs to give out to 
students in 3rd and 4th grade at Mary Hogan school. The proposal is described below:  
1. Initiate the project with a class discussion. 
2. Send home a packet, including a flier with suggested actions to save heating fuel, and a pledge card. 
3. Students do a lighting assessment at school and at home to see which lights are used the most.  
4. Students and their families choose 4 actions to put on a refrigerator magnet. Parents sign the pledge 
to take action. 
4. Students bring back the pledge and assessment, and make the magnets (laminate, then glue a magnet 
on the back) 
5. Provide free LED bulbs to participating students, to replace most-used bulbs. 
6. Students put actions on the energy dashboard. 
 
Chris suggested using the character Mary Mack from the children’s rhyme (all dressed black, with silver 
buttons all down her back…) as the theme for Button Up Day. A cartoon drawing of Mary Mack could be 
used for the flier and magnet. Hannah could make scarecrows with black dresses and buttons to use for 
publicity. The committee endorsed that idea. Hannah will send Chris a list of actions to put on the flier. 
The flier will also include URLs for the energy committee web site and Efficiency Vermont Button Up 
Day.  
 
The Efficiency Vermont grant program also requires two community events. Hannah suggested having a 
booth at the Middnight Stroll in December as the second event. 
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Because Hannah’s business keeps her busy throughout October, and the school won’t be ready till 
December to do this project, we will move it from Button-Up Day (Nov. 11) to a date in December. We 
have till the end of the year to complete it. Ross will contact the teachers and get a count of the number 
of students in 3rd and 4th grade. Howard was concerned that 50 bulbs would not be enough. Efficiency 
VT is offering them to us at $2, but some local stores have them on sale for less. We could augment the 
supply with our own budget.  
 
Motion by Howard, seconded by Chris, to implement the Button-Up plan and spend committee funds 
for bulbs, printing and magnet making materials. Approved. Hannah offered to supply the paper and 
magnets. 
 
Other expenses from our budget include Steve’s post card mailing for the Sept. 18 climate economy 
meeting (still unknown) and the $225 which was spent to reimburse Chris for attending the climate 
economy conference in Burlington. 
 
Member concerns:  Hannah said we should reach out to the school science teachers and Steve Flynt at 
Mary Hogan about the October 26 climate economy meeting. 

Van is interested in being a member of the committee. He will put his name in to ask the select 
board to appoint him. 

There was some discussion of biogas. Hannah said she had heard about the manure digester at 
Monument Farms. Van said the college plan to use biogas from another dairy farm had stalled but may 
be starting up again.  

Ross reminded the committee of the Nov. 7 vote on the VT Gas easements across town land. We will 
need to vote NO to require VT gas to pay for the easements. A YES vote would allow them to have free 
easements (the current policy). Chris mentioned the recent meeting on energy efficiency and 
renewables that was part of the climate economy project. Ross and the VT Gas representative were 
sitting side by side and although Ross had been opposing VT Gas, the discussion was respectful. This is 
something Middlebury should be proud of. 

Chris discussed a little of what she saw at the Catalysts for the Climate Economy Summit in 
Burlington. It was focused on business and entrepreneurship. There were foundations and venture 
capitalists represented. Several small businesses had booths and the participants voted for which one 
should receive a $15,000 grant. The winner was a packet energy system. Chris went on one of the tours, 
to businesses in the Burlington area including Dynapower (makers of energy storage systems), All-Earth 
Renewables, and Ben & Jerry’s. They visited solar installations on a closed landfill and on the airport 
parking garage, as well as the Dept. of Energy test site for US-made solar panels (scheduled to be 
closed). There was an atmosphere of optimism and economic opportunity. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:00 on a motion by Hannah, seconded by Howard. Next meeting will be 
November 15 at 8:45 am. 
 
  Respectfully submitted, Chris Robbins 


